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Major Manufacturing’s punch and die set will punch a DOUBLE “D” hole in sheet metal cabinet drawers and doors. 
A must have tool for the locksmith working on vending machines, lockers, metal cabinets or any type of sheet metal door 
made with 18 guage (.048) or lighter steel. To use, simply drill a 1/2” hole centered where the cam lock is to be installed, 
slide the punch through the hole and tighten down the hex nut with a 11/16” wrench or socket set.

MDPS-4 punches a DOUBLE “D” hole size .645 wide by .770 high. For use with standard cam locks.

MDPS-6 punches a DOUBLE “D” hole size .715 wide by .875 high. For use with larger ASSA pin tumbler cam locks.

MDPS-8 punches a DOUBLE “D” hole size .885 wide by 1.135 high.  A must tool for installing Olympus 720, 820, 
920, CR25, MY93 and SA54 locks.

Don’t have three hands? Then use our CCT-100 
cylinder capping tool when keying Corbin and 
Russwin Interchangeable Cores. Once the cylinder is 
loaded, place the brass cover strip on top. 
The spring loaded top plate 
will hold everything 
in place while all 
keys are checked. 
If everything is 
correct, just tap the 
plate with a mallet 
to secure it in place. 
Adjustable for 6 and 
7 pin cylinders.

MDPS-4, MDPS-6, & MDPS-8 
PUNCH & DIE SET

CCT-100
CYLINDER CAPPING 

TOOL FOR CORBIN AND 
RUSSWIN I-CORE

Don’t have three hands? Then use our CCT-200 
cylinder capping tool when keying Sargent Removable 
Cores. Once the cylinder is loaded, 
place the brass cover 
strip on top. The 
spring loaded top plate 
will hold everything in 
place while all keys are 
checked. If everything 
is correct, just tap the 
plate with a mallet to 
secure it in place.

CCT-200
CYLINDER CAPPING 
TOOL FOR SARGENT 
REMOVABLE CORE

NOW AVAILABLE 
IN THREE SIZES


